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To the Rescue!
Picture Books

Youth Services

Police Officers
E/Fiction
Hamilton

Police Officers on Patrol by Kerstan Hamilton
Illustrations and brief rhyming text depict police officers responding to a variety of situations.

E/Fiction
Lego

Catch that Crook! by Michael Anthony Steele
A thief thinks he's found the perfect hiding spot after a heist: the LEGO City forest, but he
wasn't counting on the Forest Police! It's a madcap chase of cops and robbers.

E/Fiction
Matchbox

Matchbox Hero City: Police on Patrol by Annie Auerbach
Hop into the squad car and find out what it’s like to be a police officer.

E/Fiction
McGuire

Big Mike’s Police Car by Leslie McGuire
Follow Officer Mike, his partner and a police dog throughout their day.

E/Fiction
Meadows

Traffic Pups by Michelle Meadows
Canine motorcycle police officers zoom through the town pursuing suspects, Clearing the
road of accidents, and serving as escorts.

E/Fiction
Rathmann

Officer Buckle and Gloria by Peggy Rathman
The children of Napville Elementary learn safety tips from Officer Buckle and his dog Gloria.

Fire Fighters
E/Fiction
Austin

Fire Engine No. 9 by Mike Austin
Follows a fire engine and its crew through a very busy day, using mainly sound words.

E/Fiction
Godwin

This is the Firefighter by Laura Godwin
Rhyming sentences tell the story of firefighters responding to a fire, from the time the alarm
rings and the firefighters leave the station, till they declare "all clear" and return.

E/Fiction
Harper

Miss Mingo and the Fire Drill by Jamie Harper
Stop! Drop! Roll! Learning the rules of fire safety is a lot more fun (and less scary) when
demonstrated by a charming and diverse group of animals.

E/Fiction
Lego

Fight This Fire! by Michael Anthony Steele
When a rookie starts with the Lego City Fire Department, the chief has a hard time finding
something the new fire fighter does well.
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E/Fiction
Rey

Margret & H.A. Rey's Curious George and the Firefighter by Margret Rey
While on a field trip to a fire station with Mrs. Gray's class, Curious George goes off on
his own and is soon at the scene of a fire, where he finds a way to be helpful.

E/Fiction
Tonka

If I Could Drive A Firetruck by Michael Teitelbaum
A young girl describes all the work she would do if she drove a fire truck.

E/Fiction
Zimmerman

Fire Engine Man by Andrea Zimmerman
A young boy imagines the work he will do and the safety gear he will wear when he
becomes a fireman some day.

Easy Reader
Arnold

Fly Guy Presents : Firefighters by Tedd Arnold
Come ride the fire truck with Fly Guy! Fly Guy and Buzz are off on another exciting field trip,
they’re visiting the fire station! They’ll learn all about firefighters, fire trucks, and fire safety.

Easy Reader
Lego

Firefighter Rescue by Trey King
In this new LEGO City reader, Ricky has just started his new job as a firefighter. But being
a firefighter means more than just fighting fires. Ricky has a lot to learn!

Easy Reader
Meier

The Fire Truck Adventure by Joanne Meier
Herbie Bear has an imaginary adventure on a fire truck after local firefighters visit his school.

Easy Reader
Murphy

Math 3 Little Firefighters by Stuart Murphy
Three young firefighters must complete their costumes for the parade.

Ambulances
E/Fiction
Bently

Ambulance in Action by Peter Bently
Ambulance and Meerkat respond to an emergency call involving an automobile accident
and safely transport the car's driver to the hospital.

J 362.188
BOD

Ambulances by Valerie Bodden
A fundamental introduction to truck-like rescue vehicles known as ambulances, including
their history, a description of their J features, and how they help people in emergencies.

J 629.255
GIL

Rescue Vehicles by Daniel Gilpin
Reveals and discusses the intricate internal workings of rescue vehicles.

Additional non-fiction selections can be found in the following sections:
J363.2 (Police), J628.9 (Fire) and 629.2 (Ambulance).

